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Write Your Life…give the gift of a lifetime
Sharing tips from years of experience in teaching and writing
personal history, Patricia Charpentier makes penning your life
story an easy, fun and fascinating process. Don’t think you have
the skills? Don’t know where to begin? Let the encouraging
words and clear examples in Eating an Elephant: Write Your
Life One Bite at a Time walk you through writing your life story
one memory at a time.
Inside you will discover how easy it is to
▪ get started
▪ divide your life into manageable bites
▪ generate story ideas
▪ bring people to life on the page
▪ create vivid descriptions
▪ turn memories into stories.
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Bite by bite, Patricia Charpentier gently and delightfully de-mystifies
book writing from inspiration (“Keep an Idea Notebook Handy”) to
perspiration (“Check It Once, Twice, Maybe a Hundred Times”) and all the
steps between. I wish I’d had this book before I wrote mine—it wouldn’t
have taken me eight years to finish! Now I return to it for sheer
enjoyment.
Greg Dawson, author of Hiding in the Spotlight

For a professional writer, it’s always a pleasure to pick up a book on the
craft and learn something new while confirming things we’ve acquired
along the way. In “Eating an Elephant,” Patricia Charpentier has put
together a lively grab bag of bite-sized wisdom about a wide variety of
writing issues that will not only be useful to those interested in penning
their memoirs, but other wordsmiths as well , not to mention pachyderm
lovers everywhere.
Chris Angermann, publisher and author of
How To Mess With Others For Their Own Good
I talked about writing a memoir for a long time but didn’t quite know
how to go about it, then I got a copy of Charpentier’s book with hundreds
of ideas of not only how to start the book but how to pull out stories I
forgot and how to bring the people in my past to life in a vivid and
fascinating way.
Rik Feeney, author of Writing Books for Fun,
Fame & Fortune!
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